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Disclaimer:
This document contains information based on research that has been gathered by employee(s) of The Senator
Patrick Leahy Center for Digital Investigation (LCDI). The data contained in this project is submitted
voluntarily and is unaudited. Every effort has been made by LCDI to assure the accuracy and reliability of the
data contained in this report. However, LCDI nor any of our employees make no representation, warranty or
guarantee in connection with this report and hereby expressly disclaims any liability or responsibility for loss
or damage resulting from use of this data. Information in this report can be downloaded and redistributed by
any person or persons. Any redistribution must maintain the LCDI logo and any references from this report
must be properly annotated.
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Introduction
Parsing internet data can be a difficult task. Internet Evidence Finder (IEF) can find and retrieve any and all
supported internet related artifacts, benefitting the investigation by speeding up the process of parsing the data.
It provides artifact information for: web browsers (Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer, etc.);
chat programs (AIM, Google Talk, Yahoo Messenger); email (Gmail, Hotmail, Yahoo Mail); and torrent
programs (Ares, Frostwire, eMule) among others.
Manually looking for this information often proves to be a difficult and time consuming task. Many of the
artifact files are filled with what may seem like unimportant data and are not easy to read. These files, though
they might hold crucial data, contain a lot of seemingly random letters, symbols, and words that probably do not
mean much, unless the person viewing them knows what he or she is viewing, such as a Digital Forensic
Examiner. Because the data is challenging to interpret, a Digital Forensic Examiner should confirm any and all
of the results from IEF with the actual artifacts located on the evidence.
Figure 2 is a picture of a Chrome cache file that IEF found. IEF also has a rebuild webpages feature that
attempts to rebuild a webpage exactly as the user saw it at the time of access, allowing investigators a glimpse
into the user’s activity. Figure 3 is screenshot of part of a page that IEF has rebuilt. Again, a Forensic Examiner
should conduct further research to verify that the information presented is accurate.
Figure 1 is a screen shot of all of the artifacts IEF 5.6 supports, along with the programs we generated data
on, received results from, and did not receive results from.
Figure 1

Frostwire
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Figure 2

Figure 3
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Prior Work:
There have been a small number of blogs published on various forensics sites that have reviewed or
evaluated IEF. The first blog 1we researched talked primarily about IEF’s aesthetics and ease of use; nothing
was mentioned of how accurate the program was or how the program results compared to the investigator’s
notes. The second blog2 we viewed was the only one we researched to review IEF and discuss how accurate the
results were. They make mention of how the reported times were accurate to their notes in their review. The
third review,3 like the first, is more of a tutorial of how to use IEF and makes no reference to the accuracy of the
program. Whoever was conducting the evaluation also ran IEF on a failing drive that “experienced many read
errors [sic].” We could not find any other reviews or evaluations of IEF.
Purpose and Scope:
The purpose of this project is to evaluate Internet Evidence Finder as well as determine what information is
relayed to the investigator and how accurate this information is. Two supported evidence items will be used for
IEF to parse: a drive that will be used to generate data and an image of that drive. The IEF results from both will
be compared for inconsistencies. Secondary to this, we will be creating a tutorial outlining how local law
enforcement can make use of IEF.
Research Questions:
1. Does Internet Evidence Finder accurately report user generated information from the supported
applications?
2. How accurate is the information given in relation to timestamp information, content, location, URL, and
users as compared to our notes?

Methodology and Methods
For this project, our team used a Window 7 computer with a premade image that is a used as a standard
installation on all of our computers at the LCDI. We researched all of the artifacts that IEF supports, giving us a
better understanding of which artifacts we would be able to generate data for. We made the decision to
download and install all of the programs, create the necessary accounts where needed or applicable, generate the
data, and document any and all of the steps we took during this process. I used two computers for this
experiment. The computer used to generate data on is called the Data Computer. The second computer, called
the Com Computer, was used to communicate with the Data computer when the chat programs were used. On
the Com computer, we downloaded and installed all of the necessary chat programs and created accounts when
needed. After the programs were installed and the accounts were created, we began sending messages back and
forth between the Com Computer and Data Computer. After we finished with the chat programs, we
concentrated on the Cloud programs. We downloaded the programs needed and installed them; Flickr did not
have an application to download, so we generated information on their website using Opera. We then generated
data for Email (Gmail, Hotmail, and Yahoo Mail). We created an account for Hotmail and used the accounts we
had created for the chat programs to log into Gmail and Yahoo. We sent out emails in a circular fashion, so that
1

Forensic Focus. (n.d.). Internet Evidence Finder (IEF). Retrieved July 14, 2013, from http://www.forensicfocus.com/c/aid=54/reviews/2013/internet-evidence-finderief/
2
Krause, J. (2013, March 15). Review: Internet Evidence Finder (IEF) v6.0.Forensiccom RSS. Retrieved July 14, 2013, from
http://forensiccontrol.com/resources/reviews/review-internet-evidence-finder-v6-0/
3
O'Leary, R. J. (2012, November 7). Internet Evidence Finder Version 5.6.0. Justnet. Retrieved July 14, 2013, from https://www.justnet.org/pdf/IEF-Report-11-712.pdf
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each account would have sent an email and received an email. We then began downloading, installing, and
generating data with the peer to peer programs individually. After we generated data with the P2P programs, we
generated data on the social networking sites. During the process of generating data on the social networking
sites, we connected two different iPhones to the Data Computer; we backed up one phone. During the course of
generating data for the chat programs, Cloud programs, Email, Mobile IOS backups, P2P programs, and Social
Networking sites, we used all of the supported Web browsers to generate data. Once all of the data was
generated on the Data computer, we shut down all of the programs that were still running and then shut down
the computer. We then removed the hard drive, connected it to a write blocker, and took an image of the hard
drive using FTK Imager. To analyze the hard drive, we plugged it into a write blocker hooked up to the Com
Computer and ran IEF on the hard drive. Additionally, the image was loaded onto the Com Computer and IEF
was run against it. After both the reports were generated, we compared the results; both sets of results were
identical. We took the report for the image and compared it to our notes. Figure 4 is a table of our results.
Figure 4

Program
AIM

Data Generated
X

IEF results
N/A

Google Talk

X

N/A

Mail.ru Chat

X

N/A

Messenger Plus

X

N/A

ICQ

X

N/A

MIRC





ooVoo





Second Life

X

N/A

Skype





Trillian





Windows Live Messenger

X

N/A

World of Warcraft

X

N/A

Yahoo Messenger
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AIM was used but no data was generated due to a
log setting in the program that was not enabled.
Therefor no logs were saved locally to the
computer
Google Talk was used but no data was generated
due to a log setting in the program that was not
enabled. Therefor no logs were saved locally to
the computer
This program was not used because it was in
Russian
This program was not used because this add-on is
no longer supported.
ICQ was used but no data was generated due to a
log setting in the program that was not enabled.
Therefor no logs were saved locally to the
computer
Results were mostly accurate, in one case a
timestamp was off by one minute
The Results from this were accurate and reflected
our notes
This Program was not used because we decided
not to use this program
Results show three categories of artifacts, one
containing complete information.
The results were accurate but contained a lot of
repeated results
This Program was not used because it is no longer
supported by Microsoft
This Program was not used because we decided
not to use this program
The results were encrypted and the timestamps
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Dropbox





Flickr





Google Docs
Google Drive







Sky Drive





Gmail





Hotmail



X

Yahoo Mail



X

iOS backup

X

N/A

Torrent file artifacts





Ares search Keywords





Emule
Gigatribe


X


N/A

Limewire

X

N/A

FrostWire
Shareaza


X

N/A

Bebo

X

N/A

Facebook



Google+

X

N/A

LinkedIn

X

N/A
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were off
The results that were recovered were accurate but
there were a couple of pictures missing from the
results
This service was used but data was not generated
during its use
Returned results for 2 pictures
Returned several results for one category but
there was not identifying information. The other
category returned accurate results and had
identifying information
Returned multiple results, some with the same
information repeated. There was one file on in the
results that was not generated by the user
These results showed both email fragments and
what IEF interpreted as whole emails. Both of
these categories returned accurate results
This Service was used but IEF did not return any
results
This Service was used but IEF did not return any
results
A phone was synced to the computer but the
phone never saved a backup to the computer.
Returned repeated results for the same file.
Timestamp information for file was incorrect
Returned repeated results for the same keyword
search
Returned results for keyword search
This program was used but the user did not
generate chat data during its use.
This Program was not used because it has been
discontinued and we had no way to get access to
it.
Returned results for configuration files
This program was used but the user did not
generate chat data during its use.
This service was used but data was not generated
during its use.
Return results but the results were not user
generated
This service was used but data was not generated
during its use. IEF only finds chat related artifacts
on this service only if the log chat option is
selected.
This service was used but data was not generated
during its use. IEF only finds chat related artifacts
on this service only if the log chat option is
selected.
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MySpace

X

N/A

Twitter





Chrome





Firefox





Internet Explorer





Opera





Safari





This service was used but data was not generated
during its use. IEF only finds chat related artifacts
on this service only if the log chat option is
selected.
Returned results but had no identifying
information
Return thousands of results over several
categories. The information looked at appears to
be accurate
Return thousands of results over several
categories. The information looked at appears to
be accurate
Returned results from before the project was
started. No results return from the time from of
this project
Returned accurate results but some of the same
results were repeated multiple times
Returned accurate results but some of the same
results were repeated multiple times

Reference Set:

1 Software
Program Name
AIM
Google Talk
Mail.ru Chat
Messenger Plus
ICQ
MIRC
ooVoo
Second Life
Skype
Trillian
Windows Live Messenger
World of Warcraft
Yahoo Messenger
Dropbox
Flickr
Google Docs
Google Drive
Sky Drive
Gmail
Hotmail
Yahoo Mail
IEF Report 6/28/2013

Version
8.0.1.5
1.0.0.105
N/A
N/A
Build 6017
7.32
3.5.8.22
N/A
6.3.0.107
5.3 build 15
N/A
N/A
11.5.0.228
2.0.26
N/A
N/A
1.10.4769.0632
17.0.2011.0627
N/A
N/A
N/A
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iOS backup
Torrent file artifacts
Ares search Keywords
Emule
Gigatribe
Limewire
FrostWire
Shareaza
Bebo
Facebook
Google+
LinkedIn
MySpace
Twitter
Chrome
Firefox
Internet Explorer
Opera
Safari

2

N/A
N/A
2.2.4
0.50a
3.04.009
N/A
5.5.6.0
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
65.96.32832
21.0
10.0.9200.16618
12.15.1748
5.34.57.2

Equipment
Data Computer
Memory
Processors
HDD

4GB
Intel Core2 Quad Q9450 @ 2.66Ghz

OS

Windows 7

1TB, Western Digital SATA

Com Computer
Memory
Processors
HDD

16GB
Intel Core i7-3770K CPU 3.50GHz

OS

Windows 7

500GB, Western Digital SATA

2.1 Write Blocker
Wiebetech Forensic Ultradockv4

2.2 FTK Imager
Version 3.1.1.8

Results
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During the process of generating data on the Data Computer, we took careful notes of what actions we
performed and when so we could compare them to the results we retrieved from IEF. IEF claims to support a
variety of internet-based programs, but each one should be tested with IEF to see how accurate the information
given is. Figure 1 shows all of the programs supported by IEF 5.6.8.

Figure 5 is an artifact report from IEF that shows the number of results IEF was able to recover. Both the Image and the Drive showed
identical results to

Figure 5, the IEF results from the drive. Beyond this, we will discuss each artifact, if applicable, and how the
report compares to our notes.
Note: IEF reports time stamps in UTC while we recorded our notes using EST. The time conversion from UTC
to EST is a difference of four hours. We will not be explaining the time conversions for each artifact. The times
will, and should be, a difference of about four hours: i.e. if we say that IEF reported that we googled
“something” at 1300 and our notes say we googled “something” at 0900, then this is correct.

IEF Report
Of the 24 programs that were used to generate data, IEF returned results for 22 of them (see Figure 1).

IEF Report 6/28/2013
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Figure 5

Chat
Chat programs are used to easily and quickly communicate. Chat artifacts can be generated from a number
of different locations, such as from a downloaded chat program or a website. We used several programs
supported by IEF to attempt to generate data.
IEF Report 6/28/2013
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AIM
We used AIM to generated data, including adding a contact, sending messages, receiving messages, and
sending files, but IEF did not report any information. AIM was not set up to log chat information.
Google Talk
We used Google Talk to generated data, including adding a contact, making a call, sending and receiving
messages, and sending and receiving files. IEF did not report any information. Like AIM, Google talk was not
set up to log any chat information.
ICQ
We used ICQ to generated data, including sending and receiving messages and adding a contact. ICQ was
not set up to log any chat information either and did not report any information.
MIRC
We used MIRC to generate data, but we were unfamiliar with the program. IEF does not display any
timestamp information in the report (Figure 6), but does display the contents of the logs from MIRC containing
time stamp information. The IEF report contained one abnormal result; the Mirc log (Figure 7) shown in IEF
displays us joining a MIRC channel at 14:56:56 on 6/5/13 while our notes show that we joined the MIRC
channel at 14:55. This log also shows that we closed the channel at 14:58:21 on the same day, which matches
our notes (14:58). We are not sure why the join times were recorded differently and the close times are the
same, but one theory is that it may have taken some time to join the channel.
Figure 6
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Figure 7

Note: MIRC displays its timestamp data in local time, in this case EST, so no time conversion is necessary when
looking at MIRC results.
ooVoo
IEF reports that there are two contacts for ooVoo: “n perry” and “john smith.” These results as well as the
email addresses listed for each user match our notes. These chat artifacts (Figure 8) recovered from ooVoo are
consistent with the messages sent and times sent in our notes. .
Figure 8

Skype
IEF reported one account for Skype, “john smith,” which is the account we created for the Data Computer.
IEF reports two contacts for Skype, “n perry” and “Echo / Sound Test Service.” The “n perry” contact is the
account created on the Test Computer, and the “Echo / Sound…” account is a default contact. IEF reports that
on 6/5/13 an outbound call was made to nperry at 20:12:44, and our notes confirm that this call was made at
16:12 on the same day. IEF displays a number of results for Skype chat artifacts (Figure 9.1, Figure 9.2
, Figure 9.3
), but each result is comparable to the others and contains specific information such as the timestamp and
message The Skype Chat Messages (Figure 9.1) have the most accurate information; every entry matched our
notes. Articles five and six in Figure 9.1 correspond with calls placed. Figure 9.1 also displays messages sent
within the Skype Chat. Figure 9.2
displays the incomplete results from certain applications such as the Skype chatsync, as well as an incorrect
time stamp for the third item (our notes say the messages were sent at 16:14). Skype chatsync Messages
Carved (Figure 9.3
) does not show that the message “ih” was sent.
IEF Report 6/28/2013
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Skype Chat Messages
Figure 9.1

Skype chatsync Messages
Figure 9.2

Skype chatsync Messages Carved
Figure 9.3

IEF Report 6/28/2013
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Trillian
The results from Trillian (Figure 10) matched our notes, but contained a number of repeated artifacts. This
message corresponds with the same message (“big ups” sent: 16:30 6/5/13) that we sent and then recorded in
our notes.
Figure 10

Yahoo Messenger
We were unable to match the results from Yahoo Messenger (Figure 11) to our notes because the messages
were encrypted and the timestamp information is not accurate. The username in Figure 11 matches the
username for the account that we created.

Figure 11
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Cloud
Cloud storage is a new technology that allows users to quickly and easily store any and all data onto one of
the many cloud services, allowing access from almost anywhere. When cloud services are accessed, they leave
behind a large number of artifacts. . We used several cloud services to generate data for IEF.
Dropbox
We used both the application and web versions of Dropbox to generate data. The Dropbox results from
IEF closely match our notes as well as the original files located on Dropbox, with the exception of one image,
“Boston City Flow.jpg” (Figure 12), and one wallpaper, “Ocarina-of-Time-Wallpaper-the-legend-of-zeldaocarina-of-time-33855205-1920-1080.png” (Figure 13), which appear to be missing from the IEF report but
appear on Dropbox. Figure 14 is a picture of what IEF interprets to be the directory structure of Dropbox. There
is a cached reference to the files located on Dropbox, but there is no reference to the files in the Dropbox
directory structure. The IEF references do not contain any content found within the files, only their names,
directory structure, and location on the disk. Figure 15 is the local Dropbox folder on the Data Computer.

Figure 12

Figure 13
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Figure 14

Figure 15

Other pictures used during this project are located in another section of the folder structure.

Flickr
On 6/6/13 at 08:43, we went to Flickr on the Opera browser and created an account. At 08:56. our notes say
that four pictures were uploaded to Flickr. However, there was an issue uploading the pictures to Flickr, which
may explain why IEF did not return any results for Flickr.
Google Docs
Google Docs now exists within Google Drive (refer to Figure 17 and Figure 18 for the Google Docs
content). The Google Docs results from IEF match our notes for the picture of “Ocarina-of-Time-Wallpaperthe-legend-of-zelda-ocarin a-of-time-33855205-1920-1080.png.” However, there seems to be missing data (see
Figure 19 for a complete list of Google Drive/Docs files), and this is likely because of the way Google Docs
exists within Google Drive. The results from the Google Drive Desktop App (Figure 19) show all of the files
located on Google Drive. The IEF report (Figure 16) contains file information for the pictures that were
uploaded.
Figure 16
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Google Drive
The Google drive results do not contain a large amount of identifying data to tie to our notes, but the one
document that is related to our notes appears to have accurate time stamp info. The IEF references do not
contain any content from the files found or the files’ names. Figure 17 is from the IEF report; there is only one
file with timestamp information. This time matches the time a Google Presentation was created in our notes.
Figure 18 displays the contents of Google Drive as accessed through Chrome.
Figure 17

Figure 18

Google Drive Desktop App
The Desktop App results from IEF match our notes, including all files uploaded and created as well as
timestamp information. The IEF references do not display any content from within the files. The Created Date
for June 6th in Figure 19 is accurate to the notes we took. The other documents seen were from a previous
project. Figure 20 is the local Google Drive folder on the Data Computer.
Figure 19
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Figure 20

Skydrive
The Skydrive results from IEF match our notes for a portion of the data, but are not completely accurate.
The directory structure appears in IEF, but it is shown multiple times. The file we uploaded appears five
separate times while the time stamp is off by approximately four years and two months. Our notes show that we
uploaded the file at 10:50 on 6/7/13. The information that IEF gives is the timestamp information of the file
itself, not when the file was uploaded. Additionally, there appears to be an extra file recovered that we did not
upload, as noted in Figure 21. Figure 22 is the local SkyDrive folder on the Data Computer
Figure 21

Figure 22
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Email
Tens of billions of emails are sent everyday through various email services. Faster and easier than its
physical counterpart, email traffic is steadily increasing. A large number of artifacts are left behind when an
email service is used, so we used a handful of IEF’s supported email services to generate data.
Gmail Fragments
The Gmail Fragment results from IEF that we received were a disorganized grouping of sections of emails.
Figure 23 and Figure 24 show the IEF reports of some of the email fragments we looked at; some contain time
stamp information (Figure 23) while others do not (Figure 24). We see some references to emails from our
notes, but another portion seem to be missing. Figure 25 and Figure 26 are screenshots of the emails from the
Gmail Account we created.
Figure 23

Figure 24

Figure 25
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Figure 26

Gmail Webmail
The Webmail results (Figure 27, Figure 28) from IEF were much easier to read and analyze than the fragments
from our Gmail account (Figure 23, Figure 24), and IEF put the data in a user-friendly report format for each
artifact. See Figure 25 and Figure 26 for screenshots of the actual emails.
Figure 27

Figure 28

Hotmail Webmail
IEF did not return any results from Hotmail despite data being generated for it. On 6/11/13 at 9:31, we
composed an email with the subject “the rain” and the message “in spain,” and then sent the message at 9:36. It
was not located by IEF.
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Yahoo Webmail
IEF did not return any results from Yahoo Webmail despite the fact that data was generated on our test
computer. On 6/11/13 at 9:11, we composed an email with the subject “hello” and the message “helllooooo,”
and then sent the message at 9:19. IEF did not locate this Email.

Mobile Backups
Cell phones are another commonly used commodity, most notably the iPhone. There are tens of millions of
iPhone users around the world. When an iPhone is synced to a computer, it often creates a backup of the phone
on the local computer. IEF can then parse this backup and recover a great deal of information.
iOS backup
IEF did not return any results from the iOS backups. On 6/11/13 at 15:01, we plugged in our iPhone 4, and at
15:42 we unplugged it. At 15:43, we plugged in an iPhone 3GS. On 6/12/13 at 10:30, we installed iTunes. At
10:36, we synced the iPhone 3GS to iTunes, and then unplugged the phone at 11:02. There is no backup located
on the Data Computer, suggesting that no data was generated, however.

Web History
There was additional web history for Google Chrome, Firefox, and Internet Explorer that was not generated
by the user during this project, such as cache records, web history, cookies, keyword search terms, form history,
favorites, downloads, etc. This data was likely retained from the Image that was used to set up the Data
computer, as referenced previously.
Google Chrome
We used Chrome throughout the project for downloading files, visiting webpages, and other internet-based
tasks. At the beginning of the project, we used Chrome to download AIM; IEF reported the search for the
phrase “aim” on Google (Figure 29) at 20:21:36 on 6/3/13. This matches our notes for when we searched for
“aim” (16:21 6/3/13). Later we used Google to sign into Gmail (Figure 30), which IEF reported to be at
20:50:35 on 6/3/13, matching our notes (16:50 6/3/13). On 6/11/13 at 12:19, according to our notes, we googled
“teamviewer” (Figure 31); IEF reported this activity at 16:19:38 on the same day.
The autofill section reports all of the saved autofill information. On 6/11/13 at 13:41, our notes say that Chrome
saved the profile information for Bebo on Chrome; IEF reports (Figure 32) that we saved the information at
17:42:07 on the same day. The difference of about a minute could be due to the gap in-between clicking the
button and recording the time by our team; most likely this result is only off by seconds but we have no way to
confirm this.

Figure 29
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Figure 30

Figure 31

Figure 32

Firefox
Mozilla Firefox was used by the team to download chat programs. IEF reports that on 6/4/13 at 16:43:31,
we visited http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/firefox/21.0/firstrun/ (Figure 33), which matches our notes for when
we first ran Firefox at 12:43 on the same day. Our notes say that on 6/4/13 at 13:59, we googled “Trillian” and
IEF reports the search at 17:59:38 on the same day (Figure 34). Additionally, our notes list that we downloaded
MIRC at 13:17 on 6/4/13, which corresponds with our IEF reports (Figure 35).
Figure 33
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Figure 34

Figure 35

Internet Explorer
We used Internet Explorer for multiple tasks throughout the project such as logging into Gmail, signing up
for Skype, downloading opera, and other internet-based actions. Unfortunately, our results that IEF reported did
not match our notes. The results showed a range of activity starting on 5/1/13 at 14:27:01 and ending on 5/8/13
at 17:02:16, and one entry on 7/31/8936 at 15:51:21; however, we began this project on June 3rd 2013. On
6/5/13 at 13:57, our notes show that Internet Explorer was used to download a program called Team Viewer,
and on 6/6/13, our notes say Internet Explorer was used to Download Opera. We cannot say for certain why
there are no results for the data we generated.
Opera
We first ran Opera on 6/6/13 at 8:25, according to our notes. IEF reports that we opened first opened Opera
at 12:25:48 on the same day. Figure 36 shows a portion of the results from the IEF report. IEF is displaying
multiple results for the same data, which is not accurate; the time stamp information confirms that this page was
only visited once. It is important to note that multiple results may not necessarily mean a website was visited
multiple times. Results should always be manually verified.
Figure 36
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Safari
IEF reports on 6/7/13 at 15:03:46, we opened Safari for the first time, matching the information found in our
notes (11:03 6/7/13). The IEF results for Safari (Figure 37) also have repeat entries. Figure 37 shows that the
same page was visited six times within the same second. Again, it is important to understand that multiple
results may not necessarily mean a website was visited multiple times.
Figure 37

Peer to Peer
Peer to Peer programs are a quick and easy way to share and receive files. Using torrents users can rapidly
download anything from movies, programs, music, pictures, etc. much of this traffic is illegal. Many artifacts
are created when using these programs. We used several Peer to Peer programs to generated data for IEF.
Torrent File Fragments
On 6/11/13 at 15:40, we used Chrome to search for “Ubuntu torrent” and downloaded “ubuntu-13.04desktop-amd64.iso” at 15:41. The torrent file results from IEF partially match our notes. The name of the file is
correct, but the file timestamp information is not accurate. Our notes show that we downloaded the torrent file
on 6/11/13 at 15:41. The MAC timestamp information for the actual file does not match this time either. Figure
38 shows the timestamp information and the file name. Additionally, IEF shows three results but there was only
one file that was downloaded.
Figure 38

Ares search keywords
On 6/11/13, we downloaded the Peer to Peer program Ares. After we installed the program, we conducted
searches for “xubuntu.” The Ares keyword results from IEF match our notes, but IEF displays multiple results
(Figure 39) for the same keyword. The keyword “xubuntu” is shown five times despite us searching for it only
once. There is no time stamp information to compare to our notes, but our notes say that we searched for
“xubuntu” once on 6/11/13 at 10:21
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Figure 39

eMule Search Keywords
On 6/11/13, we downloaded the Peer to Peer program eMule. After we installed the program, we conducted
searches for “xubuntu.” The Emule keyword results from IEF match our notes. Despite not getting eMule to
properly connect to the server(s), the program recorded the search keyword. On 6/11/13 at 10:53, we attempted
to search for “xubuntu”, and IEF reported that the search was conducted, leaving out the timestamp information
(Figure 40).
Figure 40

Limewire/Frostwire
Limewire has been discontinued, and as a result, was not used for this project. On 6/11/13, we downloaded
the Peer to Peer program Ares. After we installed the program, we conducted searches for “xubuntu.” The
Frostwire results from IEF are for .prop files that contain configuration data for the program. Figure 41 is the
contents of a .prop file reported by IEF. The timestamp information reported in this file correlates to when we
turned the computer off and when it was turned back on; 0n 6/11/13 at 12:12, we restarted the computer and we
reported it coming back on at 12:18. IEF did not retrieve any keyword searches from Frostwire.
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Figure 41

Social Networking
Billions of people use social networking sites such as Facebook, Google+, and Twitter. Not only is a large
amount of personal information found on these sites, but a number of artifacts are generated by their use as
well. We used several social networking sites to generate data for IEF.
Bebo
IEF did not return any results from Bebo. On 6/11/13 at 13:29, we visited bebo.com and created an account.
At 13:43, we posted a comment on the Bebo profile (Figure 42). IEF parses for Bebo chats only, which may
have resulted in the lack of data.
Figure 42
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Facebook Chat
No Facebook Chat artifacts were generated during this project. Figure 44 shows a chat from a previous
project. These messages do not match our notes from Facebook. The timestamp information in Figure 43
corresponds to our installation of Trillian; however, we did not send this message.
Figure 43

Figure 44

Facebook Pages
The Facebook Pages result (Figure 45) from IEF does not appear to be related to our notes. Further research into
the link in Figure 45 lead us to believe it is likely related to a 2D design program called “DESIGN TOOLS - 2D
DESIGN,” which appears to be a program for designing 2D images. This link may be a reference to a Facebook
cookie, but it is not related to our notes.
Figure 45

Google+
We did not generate any chat information on Google+ during this project, so IEF did not return any results.
On 6/11/13 at 14:07, we updated our name on Google+ because Google had an issue with the previous
username. We changed our name to “john smith.” At 14:08, we attempted to make a post but there was an error
posting.
LinkedIn
We did not generate any LinkedIn emails, so IEF did not return any results from LinkedIn. On 6/11/13 at
14:29, we posted a status on LinkedIn but IEF did not register this because this version of IEF does not support
LinkedIn statuses.
MySpace
We did not generate any messages on MySpace for this project; therefore IEF did not return any results
from MySpace.
Twitter
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Our Twitter results do not display anything other than the source of the entries and the sector offset. On
6/11/13 at 15:27, we sent a tweet. IEF does not show any identifying information (timestamps, screen name,
tweet text, etc.) to compare to our notes. The results (Error! Reference source not found.) we retrieved do
show that we visited the twitter website, but do not provide us the content of the tweets.
Figure 46

Conclusion
IEF presents the user with information related to internet use and artifacts. It parses internet artifacts and
displays the data in a readable report format. We used 24 of the 40 programs that IEF supports to generate data,
and IEF returned results for 22 of them. IEF can parse internet artifacts related to web browsers, chat programs,
cloud services, and email, among others. This information can be very important to an investigator in a criminal
case to refute or corroborate evidence. Most of our results appeared to be accurate and matched our notes, but a
few of the results were patently inaccurate. For example, none of the Internet Explorer history matched our
notes. In fact, IEF reported that it was another user who had generated our data several weeks before we started
the project, nor did the Facebook chat messages (Figure 43) match the notes we took. It is important to
remember that IEF is an automatic tool, and the results should be confirmed by a professional forensic
examiner, who will manually find the artifact on the image and verify the information is accurate. IEF is userfriendly as well as easy to use. With only a few clicks, the task of processing data can be started. However,
some portions of the data could be hard to understand, such as the information contained within a cookie file.
These files are often confusing to read and seemingly cluttered. In some cases, there is no easy way to
understand what Information IEF shows you. Fortunately, in most cases IEF presents clear and accurate data, as
seen in Figure 47. Again, this information should be verified manually. Carl Sagan is quoted as saying
“absence of evidence is not evidence of absence!” Even if IEF does not present information for an artifact does
not mean it does not exist.
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Figure 47

Further Work
The programs that were not used to generate data by our team could be investigated using IEF, such as Second
Life and World of Warcraft. AIM, Google Talk, and ICQ all have a logging option that must be manually
turned on in order for IEF to gather information. These programs could be used more to generate data at another
time. The chat/email functions on the Social Media sites could also be used to generate data for another project.
IEF 6 could be used against the same image used here, and the results could be compared. Additionally, further
research into why the IEF result for Google Drive (Figure 17) displays files sizes that are 1000 times larger than
the file’s actual size, as well as research into why IEF did not find any Hotmail or Yahoo Webmail artifacts
could also be beneficial.
Further questions to be answered include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What does it mean when time stamps are inaccurate?
Did IEF parse the artifacts incorrectly?
Where are the timestamps being pulled from?
If they are wrong, why are they wrong?
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